Till The Last Breath Durjoy
Getting the books till the last breath durjoy now is not type of inspiring means. You could not isolated going
taking into account ebook deposit or library or borrowing from your contacts to entrance them. This is an
agreed easy means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online notice till the last breath durjoy can be
one of the options to accompany you later having extra time.
It will not waste your time. take on me, the e-book will enormously look you extra concern to read. Just
invest tiny time to entry this on-line publication till the last breath durjoy as capably as evaluation them
wherever you are now.

When Only Love Remains Durjoy Datta 2014-06-15 I’ve imagined this in my head so many times. I’ve always
thought about what I would say; what I would do, and how it would all turn out to be. And every time I
would remove some detail . . . She’s a flight attendant—young, bright and living her dream. He’s a
heartbroken singer on his way to becoming big. She’s an ardent fan of his. He can’t imagine why and yet
seems to find comfort in her words. It’s the first time they are together and in their hearts both are wishing,
hoping and praying that the night would never end. That the time they are spending together lasts and lasts...
In the world of love, there is always someone perfectly right for you.
Our Impossible Love Durjoy Datta 2018-04-28 Aisha is a precocious seventeen-year-old who idolizes her
mother and wishes to have a better relationship with her older brother. Twenty-three-year-old Danish has
never been able to do anything that would make his parents proud, living as he is in the shadow of his genius
younger brother. Aisha and Danish’s paths were never meant to cross but fate usually has a way of bringing
unlikely people together, sometimes through the most unfortunate means. Summer vacations are for
exploring, but this summer has been all about self-exploration for Aisha. Not to mention some very tricky
decisions, which are awaiting her. But this is nothing compared with Danish’s situation—who might be facing
the possibility of disappointing his parents yet again, right after his brother is featured in Time magazine. Will
they do the right things? Read on to find out what happens in the next instalment of Durjoy Datta’s Our
Impossible Love.

SHE BROKE UP, I DIDN'T Durjoy Datta 2013-11-15 Deb is absolutely crazily in love with the stunning
Avantika. He can’t believe that she is his. Their relationship is going great except for the one time when Deb
faltered by breaching her trust. After he apologized, Avantika grudgingly accepted him back. However, his
insecurity about her seems to be pushing him into infidelity again. The trust that he had worked so hard to
build is lost once again. Will Avantika take him back this time or will she move on? In She Broke Up, I Didn’t!
. . . Durjoy Datta explores the themes of fidelity, love and lust through a roller coaster of misunderstandings
and mistakes that are so common in relationships today.
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The Girls Weekend Jody Gehrman 2020-08-11 For fans of Ruth Ware and Lucy Foley, a riveting locked-room
mystery about five college friends eager to reunite after years apart--only to be ripped apart again when their
host's disappearance unearths dark secrets and old grudges. Their reunion just became a crime scene . . . June
Moody, a thirty-something English professor, just wants to get away from her recent breakup and reunite
with girlfriends over summer break. Her old friend and longtime nemesis, Sadie MacTavish, a mega-successful
author, invites June and her college friends to a baby shower at her sprawling estate in the San Juan Islands.
June is less than thrilled to spend time with Sadie--and her husband, June's former crush--but agrees to go.
The party gets off to a shaky start when old grudges resurface, but when they wake the next morning, they
find something worse: Sadie is missing, the house is in shambles, and bloodstains mar the staircase. None of
them has any memory of the night before; they wonder if they were drugged. Everyone's a suspect. Since
June had a secret rendezvous with Sadie's husband, she has plenty of reason to suspect herself. Apparently, so
do the cops. A Celtic knot of suspense and surprise, this brooding, atmospheric novel will keep you guessing as
each twist reveals a new possibility. It will remind you of friendships hidden in the depths of your own past,
and make you wonder how well you really know the people you've loved the longest.
Till the Last Breath . . . Durjoy Datta 2018-05-25 When Pihu and Dushyant are wheeled into room 509 of GKL
Hospital, all they know is that their lives are in the worst possible moment. Pihu has an incurable, fatal disease,
and Dushyant's reckless addiction has begun to shut down his organs. Their only hope is to put their lives in
the hands of their brilliant doctors. All they know is that they are looking at a terrifying death coming for
them. But will they find love along the way? If it's Pihu's vivacity that seems to attract Arman, then it is
Dushyant's aloofness that Zarah seems to be falling for despite her hang-ups with men. But with every passing
day, the stakes are getting higher. Pihu's condition is worsening while Dushyant nearly dies because of a
seizure. Have Arman and Zarah gone too far already? Read on to find out what happens next in Durjoy Datta's
Till the Last Breath . . .
Sorry, You’re Not My Type Sudeep Nagarkar 2017-08-29 All relationships should come with a precautionary
warning: HANDLE WITH CARE The final audition for Rajhans College’s prestigious music band brings
together three contrasting personalities. Vikrant, a perfectionist, who believes there is only one perfect
someone for you. Anamika, a free spirit, who stands up for what she believes is right. And Yuvi, a die-hard
music lover, who can strum the guitar all night long and still wake up the next morning to drop off his
girlfriend. The three become close friends and start hanging out regularly. So how does Aditya, a stranger,
become a part of their lives? And what happens next? Sorry, You’re Not My Type is a true story that will
redefine friendship, affection, and infatuation.
Till The Last Breath . . . Durjoy Datta 2013-08-15

Breath Tim Winton 2008-05-27 Now a Major Motion Picture, Starring Simon Baker, Elizabeth Debicki, and
Richard Roxburgh Breath is a story of risk, of learning one's limits by challenging death. On the wild, lonely
coast of Western Australia, two thrill-seeking teenage boys fall under the spell of a veteran big-wave surfer
named Sando. Their mentor urges them into a regiment of danger and challenge, and the boys test themselves
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and each other on storm swells and over shark-haunted reefs. The boys give no thought to what they could
lose, or to the demons that drive their mentor on into ever-greater danger. Venturing beyond all caution--in
sports, relationships, and sex--each character approaches a point from which none of them will return
undamaged.
Till the Last Breath . . . Durjoy Datta 2018-05-25 When Pihu and Dushyant are wheeled into room 509 of GKL
Hospital, all they know is that their lives are in the worst possible moment. Pihu has an incurable, fatal disease,
and Dushyant's reckless addiction has begun to shut down his organs. Their only hope is to put their lives in
the hands of their brilliant doctors. All they know is that they are looking at a terrifying death coming for
them. But will they find love along the way? If Pihu could diagnose herself with ALS, then she knows what
lies ahead for her. But she also knows she has to do everything in her power—before her body gives up on
her—to delay the very thing that could kill her. In the biggest race against time, will she manage to get what
she wants? Read on to get a deeper glimpse into the lives of GKL Hospital's most peculiar patients and their
doctors in this next instalment of Durjoy Datta's Till the Last Breath . . .
It Started with a Friend Request Sudeep Nagarkar 2017-08-29 Why don't we feel the moment when we fall
in love but always remember when it ends? Akash is young, single and conservative with a preference for
girls with brains than in miniskirts. One day, he runs into free-spirited Aleesha at a local discotheque. A massmedia student, Aleesha is a pampered brat, the only child of her parents who dote on her. This brief meeting
leads them to exchange their BlackBerry PINs and they begin chatting regularly. As BlackBerry plays cupid,
they fall in love. When they hit a rough patch in their life, Aditya, Akash's close pal, guides them through it.
But just when they are about to take their relationship to the next level, a sudden misfortune strikes. Can
Aditya bring Akash's derailed life back on track? It Started with a Friend Request is a true story which will
make you believe in love like never before.
Touch of Eternity Datta Durjoy 2021-05 Born on the same day and at the same time, Druvan and Anvesha
know they are soulmates in every sense of the word. Their parents, however, refuse to accept their
'togetherness' at first and try to tear them apart. Druvan and Anvesha try their best to explain why that cannot
happen. In the same timeline, the world has made huge progress in science and some of the first experiments
to combine the body and the soul have begun. This is an opportunity for them to prove their love and tell the
world that it is love that can make the impossible, possible. Druvan and Anvesha participate in the experiment
as if their life depends on it, because it does. The only thing that remains to be seen is, will the dream of a man
to control love and life come true? And when the time comes, can one stay true to their soulmate?
If It’s Not Forever Durjoy Datta 2013-09-15 To the everlasting power of love . . . When Deb, an author and
publisher, survives the bomb blasts at Chandni Chowk, he knows his life is nothing short of a miracle. And
though he escapes with minor injuries, he is haunted by the images and voices that he heard on that
unfortunate day. Even as he recovers, his feet take him to where the blasts took place. From the burnt remains
he discovers a diary. It seems to belong to a dead man who was deeply in love with a girl. As he reads the
heartbreaking narrative, he knows that this story must never be left incomplete. Thus begins Deb’s journey
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with his girlfriend, Avantika, and his best friend, Shrey, to hand over the diary to the man’s beloved. Highly
engrossing and powerfully told, If It’s Not Forever . . . tells an unforgettable tale of love and life.

The Girl of My Dreams Durjoy Datta 2018-04-28 Every day, Daman wakes up from the same nightmare: a
strange, mysterious girl driving him to his death. And just as the car crashes, he wakes up and she disappears,
leaving behind only the memory of her long, black hair and a name—Shreyasi. In order to deal with his
nightmares, Daman starts writing stories featuring Shreyasi. Then one day, Shreyasi decides to step out into
the real world. Ever since Avni broke up with Daman, his health has been deteriorating. He can't eat, he can't
sleep, and his nightmares have grown worse. He knows he must get his life back on track but does that also
mean he is destined to end up with Shreyasi? Read on to find out in this next instalment of Durjoy Datta's
compelling story, The Girl of My Dreams.
Our Impossible Love Durjoy Datta 2016-01-15 Life teaches us what ‘love’ truly is And love gives definition to
‘life’ Aisha, a bit of a late bloomer, has to figure out what it means to be a woman and to be desired. Danish feels
time is running out for him and he’s going to end up as a nobody, as opposed to his overachieving, determined
younger brother. Life takes a strange turn when Danish, the confused idiot, is appointed as the student
counsellor to Aisha. Between the two of them they have to figure out love, life, friendship—most of all,
themselves. And it’s not proving to be . . . easy? Our Impossible Love presents, Life the way it is and Love the
way it should be

Someone Like You Nikita Singh 2017-11-22 The hum of a motorbike. The uproar of the crowd in the stadium.
The cheering and clapping. All fell silent... Just the thumping of their hearts remained and a question-were
they going to lose him? Thanks to the makeover by her sister's friends, the nerdy Niharika entered college
more confident, more attractive. She meets the sweet, shy Tanmay, and the spoilt but lovely Pia and they
become best friends. And when Akshat and she began dating, life finally seemed to be falling in place. Except
that it wasn't... Tanmay's success in football had begun to change him . Akshat's perfection seemed like a front
for something dark and sinister. And their college senior Karthik? His aggressiveness was a cover for his
mysterious past. Someone Like You is a powerful and touching story of friendship, love and betrayal.
The World's Best Boyfriend Durjoy Datta 2015-04-24 Hate, is a four letter word. So is love. And sometimes,
people can’t tell the difference... Dhurv and Aranya spend a good part of their lives trying to figure out why
they want to destroy each other, why they hurt each other so deeply. And, why they can’t stay away from
each other. The answer is just as difficult each time because all they’ve wanted is to do the worst, most
miserable things to one another. Yet there is something that tells them: THIS IS NOT IT. If you want to know
the answer to it all, read the book.

Hold my Hand Durjoy Datta 2013-08-15 ...the rest shall follow Deep, an awkward young man obsessed with
libraries and books, has his dream come true when he is sent to Hong Kong on an internship programme.
Leaving behind jealous but encouraging friends, a supportive father and a hysterical, overprotective mother,
Deep makes his first flight to a foreign land. And then he sees her, Ahana, a stunningly beautiful girl. But
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Deep also has to come to terms with another reality: Ahana is blind. Together they explore Hong Kong, Ahana
guiding them with the smells and sounds of the wondrous city and Deep bringing to life for her the delightful
sights he sees. They're living a dream, till Aveek, her gorgeeus ex-boyfriend, comes back into her life. Hold
My Hand is a delightful young romance with a surprise ending.

The Roxy Letters Mary Pauline Lowry 2021-04-06 Meet Roxy. For fans of Where’d You Go, Bernadette and
Bridget Jones’s Diary comes “just the kind of comic novel we need right now” (The Washington Post) about
an Austin artist trying to figure out her life one letter to her ex-boyfriend at a time. Bridget Jones penned a
diary; Roxy writes letters. Specifically: she writes letters to her hapless, rent-avoidant ex-boyfriend—and
current roommate—Everett. This charming and funny twenty-something is under-employed (and underromanced), and she’s decidedly fed up with the indignities she endures as a deli maid at Whole Foods (the
original), and the dismaying speed at which her beloved Austin is becoming corporatized. When a new
Lululemon pops up at the intersection of Sixth and Lamar where the old Waterloo Video used to be, Roxy can
stay silent no longer. As her letters to Everett become less about overdue rent and more about the state of her
life, Roxy realizes she’s ready to be the heroine of her own story. She decides to team up with her two best
friends to save Austin—and rescue Roxy’s love life—in whatever way they can. But can this spunky,
unforgettable millennial keep Austin weird, avoid arrest, and find romance—and even creative inspiration—in
the process? With timely themes and hilarious, laugh-out-loud moments, Roxy Letters is a smart and clever
story that is “bursting with originality, quirky wit, and delightful charm” (Hannah Orenstein, author of
Playing with Matches).
Kalki R. Krishnamurthy's Ponniyin Selvan: The killer sword Kalki 1999
The Girl of My Dreams Durjoy Dutta 2016-10-15 We are in the car. She’s looking at me. I can see the love in
her eyes for me. Then a huge crash. She’s flung out of the window. I’m thrown out too. A pool of blood. Her
eyes are still on me . . . but now it’s a death stare. I am Daman and I wake up to this nightmare. Every. Single.
Day. Waking up from a long coma, Daman learns that he was in a massive car crash with a girl who vanished
soon after the accident, leaving him for dead. Strangely, all he remembers is a hazy face, her hypnotic eyes,
and her name—Shreyasi. To come to terms with his memory lapse he starts piecing together stories about
himself and Shreyasi from his dreams, which he then turns into a hugely popular blog. When he’s offered a
lucrative publishing deal to convert his blog pieces into a novel, he signs up immediately. However, he gives
in to editorial pressure and agrees to corrupt the original edgy character of Shreyasi. Big mistake. From then
on Daman is stalked and threatened by a terrifying beauty who claims to be Shreyasi and who will stop at
nothing to make him pay for being a sell-out. Before Daman fights back, he needs to know: Is she really who
she claims to be? What does she want from him now? What if he doesn’t do what she wants him to? The Girl
of My Dreams is definitely not your usual love story.
Indian Popular Fiction Prem Kumari Srivastava 2021-11-25 The scholarly essays in this book open up
experimental and novel spaces and genres beyond the traditional and the literary world of Indian Popular
Fiction as it existed towards the end of the last millennium. They respond to the possibilities opened up by the
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technology-driven and internet-savvy reading and writing world of today. Contemporaneous and bold, most of
the essays resonate with the racy and fast-paced milieu and social media space inhabited by today's youth.
Combative in its drift, this book makes possible an attempt to disband hierarchies and dismantle categories that
have engulfed the expansive landscape of Indian Popular Fiction for too long. It facilitates discussion on graphic
novels, microfiction, popular-entertainment and political satire on television and celluloid, social media-driven
romances existing in the domain of the 'real' rather than that of 'fantasy' and mythological readings against the
backdrop of gender and politics. Aimed at facilitating further research by scholars and enthusiasts of Indian
Popular Fiction, this book is also an ode to the current trends generated by social and internet media cosmos.
Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Time Stops at Shamli Ruskin Bond 2016-04-01 This volume brings together the best of Ruskin Bond’s prose
and poetry. For over four decades, by way of innumerable novels, essays, short stories and poems, the author
has mapped out and peopled a unique literary landscape. This anthology has selections from all of his major
books and includes the classic novella Delhi Is Not Far.
Till the Last Breath . . . Durjoy Datta 2018-05-25 When Pihu and Dushyant are wheeled into room 509 of GKL
Hospital, all they know is that their lives are in the worst possible moment. Pihu has an incurable, fatal disease,
and Dushyant's reckless addiction has begun to shut down his organs. Their only hope is to put their lives in
the hands of their brilliant doctors. All they know is that they are looking at a terrifying death coming for
them. But will they find love along the way? While doctors are revered as gods in India, one often forgets that
they're human too and could be battling their own demons. Arman and Zarah may have stumbled upon
smaller, unexpected victories when it comes to their respective patients, but nothing has prepared them for
what lies ahead. Read on to find out whether Arman and Zarah have it in them to handle it all in this next
instalment of Durjoy Datta's Till the Last Breath . . .
Listen to My Heartbeat Prajna G S 2017-06-07 When five friends... Aryan, youngest son of a billionaire, a
perfect blend of stunning looks, a sharp brain and immense wealth who draws the attention of everyone in his
college despite his cold and arrogant temperament. Trisha, a hard-working girl from a far humbler background
whose entire world revolves around her mother. Rohan, a descendant of a royal bloodline who sees a ghost
from his past. Danny, a charming model who may never love again. Aysha, a kind friend with a golden heart.
Come together in the campus grounds of the prestigious AFL University a new story unravels... One of an
inescapable attraction... One of love acknowledged and denied... One that sets your heartbeat racing... Listen to
my Heartbeat

Till the Last Breath . . . Durjoy Datta 2018-05-25 When Pihu and Dushyant are wheeled into room 509 of GKL
Hospital, all they know is that their lives are in the worst possible moment. Pihu has an incurable, fatal disease,
and Dushyant's reckless addiction has begun to shut down his organs. Their only hope is to put their lives in
the hands of their brilliant doctors. All they know is that they are looking at a terrifying death coming for
them. But will they find love along the way? If there is anyone who can even attempt to treat Pihu's
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impossible condition, it is Dr Arman Kashyap. However, Arman isn't the easiest doctor to work with and
Dushyant, his other difficult case, knows this first hand. Has Pihu placed all her eggs in the wrong basket? In
this introduction to Till the Last Breath . . ., Durjoy Datta's most compelling story, meet Pihu, Dushyant,
Arman and Zarah, four people whose lives are about to change forever.
Something I Never Told You Shravya Bhinder 2019-02-14 When in love, you tend to take each other for
granted, and sometimes, that can cost you a lifetime of togetherness . . . Ronnie knew that his first crush was
way out of his league, and yet he pursued and wooed Adira. Shyly and from a distance in the beginning, and
more persuasively later. He couldn't believe it when the beautiful Adira actually began to reciprocate, falling
in love with him for his simplicity and honesty. Slowly, as they get close and comfortable with each other, life
takes on another hue. From truly magical it becomes routine. There are fights and then making-up sessions-a
clash of egos and doubts. Things begin to change for the worst. It is too late. Ronnie and Adira will probably
never find their forever after . . .
You’re the Password to My Life Sudeep Nagarkar 2014-11-29 We all have that one person in our lives in
whose absence our existence seems meaningless! Virat and Kavya are like chalk and cheese. While Virat is
cautious and reserved, Kavya is outgoing and likes to lead a life full of reckless fun. In spite of their differences,
they are best friends, and not even Mahek—the love of Virat’s life—can come in the way of that. But, as
happens in every relationship, their friendship is put to the test by an unforeseen incident. Can Aditya, along
with his cousin, come to their rescue yet again? You’re the Password to My Life is a true story that shows
how friendship is the only ‘ship’ that does not sink.
You Were My Crush Durjoy Datta 2013-09-15 Would you change yourself for the love of your life? Benoy
zips around in a Bentley, lives alone in a palatial house and is every girl’s dream. To everyone in college he is
a stud and a heartbreaker. But is he, really? What no one sees is his struggle to come to terms with his
mother’s untimely death and his very strained relationship with his father. Then once again his world turns
upside down when he sees the gorgeous Shaina. He instantly falls in love but she keeps pushing him away.
What is stopping them from having their fairy-tale romance? What is Shaina hiding? It’s time Benoy learned
his lesson about love and relationships . . .
OF COURSE I LOVE YOU Durjoy Datta 2013-11-15 Let love be your guide... All Debashish cares about is
getting laid. His relationships are mostly shortlived and his break-ups messy until he falls in love with the
beautiful and mysterious Avantika. When she returns his feelings, he is thrilled. However, his joy is shortlived as Avantika walks out of the relationship. A brokenhearted Debashish plunges into depression and his life
takes a dizzying downward spiral. He finds himself without a job, friends, or a lover. Loneliness strikes him
hard. That is when his friend Amit comes to his rescue and they start putting the pieces of his life back
together. Things begin to look up, but Debashish is still pining for Avantika. Will she come back and make his
life whole again, or will he continue to pay for his mistakes?
House of Cards Sudha Murty 2013-07-15 House of Cards is the story of Mridula, a bright young woman with
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enormous enthusiasm for life who hails from a Karnataka village. A chance meeting with Sanjay, a talented
but impoverished doctor, leads to love—and the couple marry and settle in Bangalore. The more Mridula sees
of the world, the more she realizes how selfish and materialistic people can be. But she does not take the ups
and downs of life to heart, and lives each day with positive energy. Trouble brews when Sanjay quits his
government job and starts an immensely successful private practice. With affluence comes the neverending
ambition for more, and the inevitable slide into corrupt practices. For a long time, Mridula has no idea that
Sanjay has sold his soul; when the truth hits her, she has no recourse but to walk out on him. But can she
really find a space of her own? This intricately woven novel explores human relationships in telling detail,
and holds up a mirror to our society with candour and with conviction.

Pocketful O' Stories 2.0 2020
Few Things Left Unsaid Sudeep Nagarkar 2017-12-01 Aditya is a confused soul. He is unclear about his
ambitions or goals in life. He hates engineering from the core of his heart, but destiny has other plans for him
as he ends up in an engineering college despite his wishes. Aditya's search for true love comes to a halt when
he runs into Riya, a fellow college student. Just when things are going great between the two, an unexpected
tragedy strikes. Will their love be able to fight against the odds?
The Girl I Last Loved Smita Kaushik 2014-12-10 Publish your book worldwide with us in more than 150
countries from one single platform. Send your publishing proposal to generalpressindia@gmail.com. Love is all
about flowers, gifts, movie nights, first kiss and then many more. Or is it? Then what about one sided love...
Being friends in spite of knowing your true feelings... The incapability to read eyes... Don't frustration, pain
and loneliness lie on the other side of love? Meet Akash, an over achiever, who aims to conquer it all but is
unable to love. Kasam, a girl beyond his reach. Though destiny keeps bringing them together, their world
seldom collides. When he was a naïve geek, she was the Style Diva. And now when he is a corporate junkie,
where faces are masked. She is a professional motivator, who sees even beyond the faces. Two people. Single
love story revisited three times. Four proposals. A ten year journey of finding and losing love. Countless
moments of serendipity. Yet not a single moment of confession. He lived all his life fighting love... Will he
ever fight for love? Publisher : General Press

Till the Last Breath . . . Durjoy Datta 2013-09-15 When death is that close, will your heart skip a beat? Two
patients are admitted to room no. 509. One is a brilliant nineteen-year-old medical student, suffering from an
incurable, fatal disease. She counts every extra breath as a blessing. The other is a twenty-five-year-old drug
addict whose organs are slowly giving up. He can’t wait to get rid of his body. To him, the sooner the better.
Two reputed doctors, fighting their own demons from the past, are trying everything to keep these two
patients alive, even putting their medical licences at risk. These last days in the hospital change the two
patients, their doctors and all the other people around them in ways they had never imagined. Till the Last
Breath is a deeply sensitive story that reminds us what it means to be alive.
Our Story Needs No Filter Sudeep Nagarkar 2017-06-26 Sometimes, love is just an illusion. Sometimes, it
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becomes the sole purpose of your life. While stories on social media were trending, Raghu was lost in books.
For him, even the idea of falling in love was limited to books-until he met Ruhi. As their love plays out
against the backdrop of the upcoming student elections, Raghu finds himself embroiled in a mess he cannot
seem to get out of. When his closest friends hatch a plan to rescue him, it only puts him in further jeopardy.
Will his love sail through or will it get swept away by the storm of campus politics? Set in this elaborate
sociopolitical milieu, Sudeep's new book explores the dark side of relationships, the pursuit of power and the
hypocrisy of the powerful.
Being Mortal Atul Gawande 2014-10-07 #1 New York Times Bestseller In Being Mortal, bestselling author
Atul Gawande tackles the hardest challenge of his profession: how medicine can not only improve life but also
the process of its ending Medicine has triumphed in modern times, transforming birth, injury, and infectious
disease from harrowing to manageable. But in the inevitable condition of aging and death, the goals of
medicine seem too frequently to run counter to the interest of the human spirit. Nursing homes, preoccupied
with safety, pin patients into railed beds and wheelchairs. Hospitals isolate the dying, checking for vital signs
long after the goals of cure have become moot. Doctors, committed to extending life, continue to carry out
devastating procedures that in the end extend suffering. Gawande, a practicing surgeon, addresses his
profession's ultimate limitation, arguing that quality of life is the desired goal for patients and families.
Gawande offers examples of freer, more socially fulfilling models for assisting the infirm and dependent
elderly, and he explores the varieties of hospice care to demonstrate that a person's last weeks or months may
be rich and dignified. Full of eye-opening research and riveting storytelling, Being Mortal asserts that
medicine can comfort and enhance our experience even to the end, providing not only a good life but also a
good end.

Wish I Could Tell You Durjoy Datta 2019-10-23 Can you find yourself after you have lost that special someone?
A disillusioned and heartbroken Anusha finds herself in the small world of WeDonate.com. Struggling to cope
with her feelings and the job of raising money for charity, she reluctantly searches for a worthwhile cause to
support. For Ananth, who has been on the opposite side, no life is less worthy, no cause too small to support.
Behind them are teams for whom going to extraordinary lengths to save lives is more than a full-time
occupation. In front of them is the virtual world of social media-watching, interacting, judging, making choices,
and sometimes, saving lives. From the virtual to the real, their lives and that of their families, entangle in a
way that moving together is the only solution. They can't escape each other. In this world of complicated
relationships, should love be such a difficult ride?

The Boy who Loved Durjoy Datta 2017 The only thing you cannot plan in life is when and who to fall in love
with . . . Raghu likes to show that there is nothing remarkable about his life--loving, middle-class parents, an
elder brother he looks up to, and plans to study in an IIT. And that's how he wants things to seem--normal.
Deep down, however, the guilt of letting his closest friend drown in the school's swimming pool gnaws at
him. And even as he punishes himself by hiding from the world and shying away from love and friendship,
he feels drawn to the fascinating Brahmi--a girl quite like him, yet so different. No matter how hard Raghu
tries, he begins to care . . . Then life throws him into the deep end and he has to face his worst fears. Will love
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be strong enough to pull him out? The Boy Who Loved , first of a two-part romance, is warm and dark, edgy
and quirky, wonderfully realistic and dangerously unreal.

Now That You're Rich Durjoy Datta 2013-11-15 WILL IT BE MONEY OR LOVE? For Abhijeet, Saurav,
Shruti, Garima life is about to change. They have the most sought after jobs in the country—jobs that will pay
for designer clothes, shoes, watches, holidays in foreign locations . . . all the things they’ve ever wanted. But
then, is life ever perfect? Things begin to get tough from day one as they begin to work under bosses who are
straight out of hell, who pile them with work, push them for more and make their lives miserable. Things go
from bad to worse as they fall in love and sleep around with all the wrong people. Then when recession affects
the company, their bond begins to strain. Till one day, the very reason that got them together tears them apart:
Money.
The Boy with a Broken Heart Durjoy Dutta 2017-11-27 You're asking me to hold your hand. And now you're
turning away from me. You are saying something but I can't hear you. It's too windy. You're crying now.
Now you're smiling. I'm done. I love you . . .' It's been two years since Raghu left his first love, Brahmi, on the
edge of the roof one fateful night. He couldn't save her; he couldn't be with her. Having lost everything,
Raghu now wants to stay hidden from the world. However, the annoyingly persistent Advaita finds his
elusiveness very attractive. And the more he ignores her, the more she's drawn to him till she bulldozes her
way into an unlikely friendship. What attracts at first, begins to grate. Advaita can't help but want to know
what Raghu has left behind, what he's hiding, and who broke his heart. She wants to love him back to life, but
for that she needs to know what wrecked him in the first place. After all, the antidote to heartache is love.
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